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Unit title

Key concepts

Related
concepts

Global
context

Statement of
inquiry

MYP subject
group
objective

ATL skills

Form

Literature:

Function

UNIT 1
The Power of
Storytelling

Communication
and Aesthetics

Stylistic
choices
Theme
Point of View

Content
(topics, knowledge, skills)

Identities &
relationships

Texts serve to
convey ideas in
different styles
which define
people’s
identities and
viewpoints.

A i ii iii
B i ii iii
C i ii iii iv
D i ii iii

- Listen actively to
other perspectives
and ideas
- Gather and
organize relevant
information to
formulate an
argument
- Practise flexible
thinking—develop
multiple opposing,
contradictory and
complementary
arguments

Literary terms and elements of a
short story

The Necklace (short story)

The Most Dangerous Game (short
story)

Where Have You Gone Charming
Billy? (short story)
Rules of the Game (short story)
Author study:
Annabel Lee (Poem)
Bells, Bells (Poem)
The Cask of Amontillado (short
story)
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UNIT 2
Literary
Analysis and
Appreciation

Context

Connections

Stylistic
Choices

Identities &
Relationships

Point of
View

Our identities
and
relationships are
a result of what
we experience
throughout our
lives

A i ii iii

-

Reading
critically and
for
comprehensi
on

-

Listen
actively to
other
perspectives
and ideas

C i ii iii iv
D i ii iii

-

UNIT 3
Struggles
of
minorities

Culture

Message
Empathy
bias

Fairness and
Development

Language can be a
powerful tool to
promote fairness
and development
in a community

A i ii iii
B i ii iii
C i ii iii iv
D i ii iii

 Literature: Prose (fiction)
Literary analysis of longer works,
appreciation of gothic/romantic
literature

 Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein (novel)

Use
appropriate
strategies for
organizing
complex
information

- Use a variety of
organizers for
academic writing
tasks
- Practise
empathy
- Select and use
technology
effectively and
productively
- Practise
positive thinking

UNIT 3
Struggles of Minorities
Social Justice
-So what are you anyway?
-The story of an hour
-I can't breathe
 Literature: Drama
Texts:
 Othello
 Saying Why It Matters
(Writing Lesson)
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UNIT 4
Literary
Analysis and
Appreciation

Creativity

Stylistic
Choice
Structure
Selfexpression

Personal &
Cultural
Expression

Authors express
themselves and
their culture
through their
stylistic choice
affecting the way
the reader reacts
or feels towards
their work

A i ii iii
C i ii iii iv
D i ii iii

- Make effective
summary notes
for studying

 Speculative Fiction:

 Poor Things

- Exercise
leadership and
take on a variety
of roles within
groups
- Select and use
technology
effectively and
productively

 Creative Writing
Workshop
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Phase 5
Units

Key concept

Related
Concepts

Global Context

Statement of inquiry

MYP group
objectives

ATL skills

Content

Literature:

UNIT 1:
Inequality

Communication
function

point of view

Fairness &
Development

Literary texts serve
as communication
tools that employ
different styles to
criticize inequality
and promote justice
in society.

C&D: in-class
argumentative
essay

In-class essay in
which students
discuss themes
and/or language

Literary terms and
elements of a short
story

-Thinking
-Communication
-Selfmanagement

(see unit plan
for details)

The Pearl (summer )
The Dinner Party

 Non-fiction
Solutions Unit 1:

message
A: in-class
questionnaire
stylistic
choices
students
respond in
writing to an
audio-visual text

 Out of the Ordinary

Grammar: present
perfect
Vocabulary related to
unit
Speaking: photo
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in class

description
Writing: descriptive
paragraph
Literature:

UNIT 2:
Taking Risks

Logic
Communication
Theme

Stylistic
choices

Identities &
relationships

Texts use different
styles to
communicate how
mental processes
influence people
when making
decisions, all of
which define their
identities and
relationships.

B: in-class
reading
comprehension
task

Literary Analysis
and Appreciation

Thinking
Communication
Selfmanagement

Students read
and respond to
an unseen
passage with
image and a text
on it.

(see unit plan
for details)

 The Bet
 The Monkey’s
Paw
 The Third Wish
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Units

Key concept

Related
Concepts

Global
Context

Statement of
inquiry

MYP group objectives

ATL skills

Content

A: in-class questionnaire

Thinking

UNIT 3:
Communicat
ion
Justice: Do
we look at
money,
appearance,
or
emotions?

Stylistic
choices

Context

Fairness &
development

Texts use
different styles
and social
contexts to
communicate
how people are
treated by
different groups
based on
emotions,
material
possessions,
and social
class.

students respond in writing to
an audio-visual text in class

*(optional) C&D: short inclass verbal/written activity:

Students choose an unrelated
topic and express their
opinions concisely in a short
PowerPoint
presentation/alternate ending
to the story The Lady or the
Tiger?

Communication
Selfmanagement

Non-fiction: Solutions
Unit 2:
Rich and Poor
Grammar: used to/would +
past perfect
Vocabulary related to unit

(see unit plan
for details)

Writing: commentary on
literary/social topics
Speaking: responding to
verbal/visual stimulus
Literature:
Drama: Basic elements of
a play
The Million Pound Bank
Note
Prose: comparative texts
The Lady or The Tiger?
(selected passages of
original version + full
abridged version)
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Units

Key concept

Related
Concepts

Global
Context

Statement of
inquiry

MYP group objectives

ATL skills

Content

A: in-class questionnaire:

UNIT 4:
Connections

Generations

Context,
Empathy
Theme

Identities &
relationships

Some texts use
fiction to explore
how human
relations are
affected by
emotions,
context and
ideas which
identify who we
are and how we
relate to others.

Students answer an in-class
questionnaire as they watch a
short video which depicts a
conflict between father and
son. Students are to infer
meaning from the dialogue,
recognize
technical
conventions
and
provide
evidence to support stated
opinions, as well provide their
own based on experience.

B: in-class reading
comprehension task:

Thinking

Literary and non-fiction texts:

Communication

-Stop the Sun (fiction, short
story)

Selfmanagement

-Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, The
Others (fiction—audiovisual)
Literary elements including:
-Characters: How do they
behave towards each other?

(see unit plan
for details)

-Plot structure: identify
exposition, to rising action,
climax, falling action and
resolution.
-Empathy: identify instances
where different emotions
display, and how they affect
relationships
-Context: What and how
historical and social events
affect relationships?
Language study:

Students read an unseen
passage presented with an
image and text. They must
use their skim and scanning
skills to extract factual
information, comment on style,
and infer meaning, all of which
must be connected to the
image and text presented.

-Vocabulary: incorporation of
new vocabulary into writing and
speaking.
-Reading and writing skills: short
paragraphs where students
express opinions using
adequate format and register.
-Underlying purpose of text: How
do the authors of the texts utilize
their writing for didactic
purposes?
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-Commenting on literary and
social topics: students read and
report their findings and opinions

Themes:
War and politics; parent-child
relations
Non-fiction:
- Reading and comprehension
skills
-Vocabulary: question forms;
comparisons; question tags;
concession

-Grammar: relating to people;
verbal interactions

(optional) Speaking activity: roleplay

(optional) Writing: a short sketch
showing a strained parent-child
relationship
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Units

Key concept

Related
Concepts

Global
Context

Statement of
inquiry

MYP group objectives

Criteria C&D: in-class
comparative essay and
news article

Context

UNIT 5:
Creativity

Form/
Storytelling
Format

Identities &
relationships

Creativity can
lead to new
forms and
styles of
expression to
convey ideas
within certain
contexts and
influence our
understanding.

Students sit for an in-class
comparative essay where they
will respond in writing to a
prompt. Students must show
organization,
use
of
vocabulary, and relevant ideas
as well as convey their own
experience on old/new forms
of storytelling.

Stylistic
choices
NEWS ARTICLE:
Message
Students are given a visual
prompt for them to produce a
news article. They must apply
basic elements of article
writing, structure, vocabulary,
and express their opinion on
the prompt and show how it
impacts their understanding of
the topic written about.

ATL skills

Content

Thinking

Texts:

Communication

-Just lather, that’s all
(fiction—short story)

Selfmanagement

-The Hitchhiker (fiction—radio
play)
-Found Money (non-fiction—
magazine article)

(see unit plan
for details)

Study focus:
-Format: the structure and
language presented in each text
and how they affect message
-Context: the circumstances
surrounding or affecting the
events/information in each text
Plot structure: how events in
each type of text develop
differently
-Theme: the main idea or
message conveyed in each text
type
Language study:
-Vocabulary: new words used in
the fiction texts which students
must incorporate in their writing
-Reading and writing skills:
students read for meaning and
appreciation
-Commenting on literary and
social topics: students utilize
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speaking and writing tools, such
as paragraphs, essays, and
discussions
Themes: War (heroism vs.
cowardice), Horror and Science
Fiction, Integrity
Non-fiction:
-Writing: reading a magazine
article and identifying its key
aspects.
-Actual drafting of a news article
(form, elements, content,
language)

- Reading and comprehension
skills
-Vocabulary: technical language
used in magazine writing
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Units

Key concept

Related
Concepts

Global
Context

Statement of
inquiry

MYP group objectives

ATL skills

C&D: in-class debates

Texts:

Thinking

Argument

UNIT 6:
Perspective

Taking a
Stand

Point of
view

Message

Globalization

Studying
language shows
how different
perspectives
help convey
different ideas
and opinions to
achieve balance
and respect
within a global
community.

Students
form
debate
groups and choose a topic
to prepare and discuss in
class. They must show
purpose,
address
audience,
communicate
ideas using appropriate
register,
and
express
opinions using the real
world and their own life
experiences.
Students
most use solid arguments
and
utilize
appropriate
oratory
styles
when
stating
a
claim
and
rebuttals.

Content

Communication
Selfmanagement

(see unit plan
for details)

-Taking a Stand (nonfiction—article)
-Various other texts (fiction
and non-fiction)
Language study:
-Vocabulary: new words to be
incorporated into speech and
writing
-Reading and writing skills:
search for particular
information and make
inferences
-Underlying purpose of texts:
find arguments to know how
message is conveyed
Themes:
War; politics; globalization;
racism; peace; poverty and
wealth; education;
relationships

Non-fiction:

-Vocabulary: politics and
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protest; elections; suffixes;
words and phrases used in
debates
-Grammar: future continuous,
future perfect and future
perfect continuous
-Speaking: role-play:
agreeing/ disagreeing
-Writing: formal letter: letter of
protest

PHASE 4

Unit

Key concepts

Related
concepts

Global
context

Point of view

UNIT 1

Communication

Message

Empathy

Context

Identities and
relationships

Statement of
inquiry

Literature is a means
of communicating
messages in different
contexts, which in
turn shape our
identities and
influence the manner
in which we relate
with others.

MYP subject
group
objectives

A: i,ii,iii

ATL skills

Thinking skills

B: i, ii, iii
C: i, ii,iii, iv

Content
(topics, knowledge,
skills)
Literature: Fiction Thank You
M’am”
-Literary devices of a short
story.

Communication

-“War of the Wall
-The climax in a short story
-Cause-and-effect in a plot

Self-management

-“The autobiography of
Malcolm X.

D: i, ii, iii

Nonfiction: Autobiography
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-The elements of an
autobiography
Nonfiction: From Exploring of
the Titanic
Introduction
-Vocabulary related to each
text
-Writing: Essay writing
-Written task: Responding to
audio/visual material

Unit

Key
concept

Related
concepts

Global
context

Statement of
inquiry

MYP subject
group
objectives

ATL skills

Content
(topics, knowledge, skills)
Caught on camera / Computing

Conventions

Word choice
Unit 2

Creativity

Purpose

Scientific
and
technical
innovation

Creativity plays a role
in scientific and
technological
innovations which
offer the opportunity
to explore purpose
and conventions in
different contexts.

A: i,ii,iii

Thinking

Grammar: present tenses and how to
use them in context
-future perfect tenses

C: i, ii,iii, iv

Communication

-Elements related to technology
-Vocabulary related to technology

D: i,ii, iii

Selfmanagement

-Comprehension
-present tenses and how to use them in
context
Speaking: debates(pros and cons on
technology)

Context
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Unit

Key
concept

Related
concepts

Global
context

Form

Unit 3

Creativity

Meaning

Patterns

Identities and
relationships

Statement of
inquiry

Forms such as
drama and poetry
convey meaning
in different
patterns that
reflect our ability
to be creative
and shape our
beliefs and
identities.

MYP subject
group
objectives

ATL skills

Organization

Content
(topics, knowledge, skills)

Drama "A Christmas
Carol “

C: i, ii,iii, iv

Poetry "The Highwayman"
D: i,ii, iii

Communication

-Literary devices related to drama and
poetry.
- Features of drama and poetry.

Social

-The beliefs or values found in drama,
and poetry.
-Knowledge of the culture of the target
language.

Theme

Thinking

-Vocabulary related to each text.
-Writing: Persuasive speech
Argumentative essay
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Unit

Key
concept

Related
concepts

Global
context

Theme

Form
Connections
Unit 4

Point of
view

Identities
and
relationships

Statement of
inquiry

Myths and
folktales are
literary forms that
convey themes
which connect
people and
greatly influence
their beliefs and
identities.

MYP subject
group
objectives

ATL skills

Content
(topics, knowledge, skills)
Folk tales: “Ashputtle”

A: i, ii,iii
Organization

C: i,ii,iii, iv
Communication

D: i,ii, iii

Social

Greek mythology:
“Narcissus”
Literary devices related to
folktales and myths
-New vocabulary related to each
text
- Features of folktales and myths

Empathy
Thinking

- the beliefs or values found in a
myth, or folktale
- knowledge of the culture of the
target language
-Infer meaning and draw
conclusion
-Respond to written and spoken
contexts
-Essay writing
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Unit

Key
concept

Related
concept

Global
context

Word
choice

Communication
Unit 5

Message

Identities and
relationships

Statement of
Inquiry

Word choice
and purpose
play an essential
factor in creating
message to
make ourselves
understood by
others.

MYP subject
group
objective
A: i, ii,iii

ATL
Skills
Organization

Content
(topics, knowledge, skills)
How did you feel/ Looking back/
Mysteries

B: i,ii,iii
Past tenses and the past perfect and
how to use them in context
C: i, ii,iii, iv

Communication

D: i, ii, iii

Social

-Elements related to identity crisis
-Vocabulary related to comprehension
passages.
-Narrative paragraph writing.

purpose
Thinking

- Interpret visual text that is presented
with written text
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PHASE 3
Unit title

Key concepts

Related
concepts

Global
context

Statement of
inquiry

MYP subject
group
objective

ATL skills

Content
(topics, knowledge, skills)

Literature:

Unit 1
Memories
and You

Connections

Stylistic
choices
Point of
view

Identities &
relationships

The study of
language
conveys our
identity through
the ways in
which we relate
to ourselves
and to each
other

Thinking
A (i, ii, iii)
C (i, ii, iii, iv)
D (i. ii, iii)

Literary terms and elements of
a short story

Communication
Self-management

Nadia the Willful
Non-fiction: Solutions Unit 1
All About You: Solutions Book
Grammar: present
simple/present continuous
Vocabulary related to unit
Speaking: photo description
Writing: Narrative/Personal
Essay
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Unit 2

Communicatio
n

Blast
from Past

Stylistic
choices

Personal and
cultural
expression

Theme
Function

Unit 3
House
and
Home

Connections

Function
Theme
Point of
view

Identities &
Relationships

Understanding
the differences
between fiction
and nonfiction
helps us
recognize how
historical
events are
conveyed
through
personal and
cultural
expression.

Communication
B (i, ii, iii)

Thinking

− Summer of Fire
− Abd Al-Rahman Ibrahima
− The Dog Of Pompeii
Understanding the difference
between historical fiction and
informative fiction.
Winning and Losing:
Solutions Unit 2
-Understanding the terms
associated with winning and
losing.
-Understanding the past simple
and past continuous

A (i, ii, iii)
Understanding
different
viewpoints
allows us to
identify ways in
which people
connect to
different places,
people and
ideas.

Social

Literature:

Communication

House and Home: Solutions
Unit 3

Social
Thinking

-Demonstrate and
understanding of various
vocabulary pertaining to house
and home and different views
-Use the articles such as a, an
and the with nouns
-Understanding a controversial
topic and different viewpoints
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Unit title

Key concepts

Related
concepts

Global
context

UNIT 4

Message

Lights, Camera,
Action

Personal and
cultural
expression

Audience

Solutions:
Creativity

Literature:
Find Your Voice
Texts: The Scribe

Communication

Function
Empathy

Fairness and
development

Statement of
inquiry

Films are a medium
through which
people can create
and convey their
thoughts to others
with a direct purpose
or message.

Fiction can be a
method through
which issues of
social justice issues
are addressed and
connected to
student’s
responsibilities as
members of a
community

MYP subject
group
objectives

ATL skills

A: i, ii, iii

Thinking

B: i, ii, iii

Social
Selfmanagement

Thinking
C: i, ii, iii, iv
D: i, ii, iii

Social
Selfmanagement

Content
(topics, knowledge,
skills)

Students will learn the
different kinds of films
alongside related
grammar, vocabulary,
speaking and writing

Students will learn
about the
disadvantages of
literacy in any society
alongside grammar,
related vocabulary,
speaking and writing
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Unit title

Key concepts

Related
concepts

Global
context

Theme

Identities &
relationships

Solutions:
UNIT 5
Consuming

Culture

Context

(Shopping)

Personal and
cultural
expression

Communication
Patterns
Meaning
Texts:
Oh Broom,
Get To Work!
The Story Of
My Life
How To Raise
Up A Lion

Our daily
operations, such as
shopping, can
greatly influence
our culture and who
we are.

MYP subject
group
objectives

C: i, ii, iii, iv

ATL skills

Thinking

D: i, ii, iii
Social

Content
(topics, knowledge,
skills)

Students will learn
about shopping and
related texts alongside
grammar, vocabulary,
speaking and writing.

Selfmanagement

Literature and
non-fiction:
Days of Our
Lives

Statement of
inquiry

Texts present a
wide range of
patterns that
convey meaning
and culture.

C: i, ii, iii, iv
D: i, ii, iii

Thinking
Social
Communication

Students will learn
about memoirs,
traditions of other
cultures and related
texts alongside
grammar, vocabulary,
speaking and writing.
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Unit title

Key concepts

Related
concepts

Solutions:
Audience

Global
context

Fairness and
Development

UNIT 9
Crime Scene
Investigation
(CSI)

Communication

Point of view

Meaning
Solutions:
Communication
Unit 10
The Written
Word

Patterns

Personal and
cultural
expression

Statement of
inquiry

Social issues such
as crime can be
addressed by and
to audiences
through the use of
arguments that
express different
views.

Language is a
powerful tool that
enables people to
have a voice to
convey their views
in different ways.

MYP subject
group
objectives

ATL skills

Thinking
Communication
A: i, ii, iii
Social
B: i, ii, iii

Content
(topics, knowledge,
skills)

Students will learn
analyzing social issues
and debating them
alongside related
grammar, vocabulary,
speaking and writing.

Selfmanagement

Thinking
Communication
A: i, ii, iii
B: i, ii, iii

Selfmanagement

Students will learn
communicating in
written forms alongside
related grammar,
vocabulary, speaking
and writing.
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PHASE 2
Unit title

Key concepts

Related
concepts

Global
context

Statement of inquiry

MYP subject
group objective

ATL skills

Content
(topics, knowledge, skills)
Literature:

Structure
UNIT 1

Communication

Personal and
Cultural
Expression

The structure of a text
defines the way ideas
are communicated
and how they
represent personal
and cultural
expression.

B (i. ii. iii.)

Thinking

Literary terms and elements of a
short story

Communication

The School Play (short story)

Social

The Good Deed (short story)
Non-fiction: Solutions Unit 1
Grammar: Present Simple, 3rd
person, Adverbs of Frequency
Vocabulary related to unit
Writing: Full sentence answers to
comprehension questions

UNIT 2

Connections

Context

Identities and
Relationships

Understanding
different aspects of
character, as well as
how characters
respond or change in
connection to the plot,
helps us understand
our own relationship
to the world around
us.

C (i, ii, iii, iv)
D (i. ii. iii)

Thinking

Literature:

SelfManagement

Characters, major/minor, 1st and 3rd
person point of view

Social

Eleven (short story)
Life Doesn’t Frighten Me (poem)
On Turning Ten (poem)
Non-fiction: Solutions Unit 2
Grammar: Modal verbs: Have to
and Need To,
Writing: Basic Paragraph Structure
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UNIT 3

Message
Meaning
Communication

Personal and
Cultural
Expression

Themes are the
messages authors
share about life and
human nature;
understanding the
meaning within
literature help us live
more meaningful
lives.

A (i. ii. iii)

Thinking

Literature:

SelfManagement

Topics, theme statements, title,
plot, conflict, characters, actions,
setting, images as clues to theme.

Social

Scout’s Honor (short story)
Ant and the Grasshopper (fable)
The Richer, The Poorer (modern
fable)
Non-fiction: Solutions Unit 3
Grammar: There Is/There Are,
Countable and Uncountable
Writing: Three Paragraph
Expository Essay
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Unit Title

Key Concepts

Related
Concepts

Global Context

Statement of
Inquiry

MYP Subject
Group +
Objective

ATL Skills

Mood, Tone, and
Style

Connections

Convention

Personal and
Cultural
Expression

Each story has
its own
personality;
writers use
conventions
and features
such as mood,
tone and style
in order to
express their
stories within
their own
personal and
cultural
contexts.

A (i. ii. iii.)

Communication,
Social, Thinking

Purpose
Word Choice

Content (topics,
knowledge, skills)

Literature:
“The All-American Slurp”
by Lensey Namioka
“The First Skateboard in
the History of the World” by
Betsy Byars
-Vocabulary related to the
unit
Solutions:
Present Continuous vs.
Past Simple
- Vocabulary for weddings
-Full Sentence answers to
questions.
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The Language
Of Poetry

Culture

Message
Form

Personal and
Cultural
Expression

Poetry has a
way of
affecting our
heart and mind
in a way that is
different from
fiction. The
different forms
poetry takes
has an
important
relationship to
what is
expressed
personally and
culturally.

C (i. ii. iii. iv.)
+ D (i. ii. iii.)

Social, SelfManagement,
Thinking

Literature:“Analysis of
Baseball” by May Swenson
“The Village Blacksmith” by
Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
“Windshield Wiper” by Eve
Merriam
“Night Journey” by
Theodore Roethke
“The Dice Player”
Mahmoud Darwish
“This Sea is Mine”
Mahmoud Darwish
Vocabulary related to the
poems
Solutions:
Past Simple: Be and Can
- Past Simple Affirmative:
Irregular Verbs
- Words to describe
emotions
- Functions: Language to
order food
-Writing paragraph
responses to the poems
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Myths, Legends,
and Tales

Creativity

Structure
Message

Orientation in
Space and Time

Myths,
Legends, and
Tales help us
to understand
and appreciate
other times
and cultures,
as well as the
messages that
stand the test
of time.

B (i. ii. iii)

Social, Thinking

Literature:
“The Story of Ceres and
Proserpina” retold by Mary
Pope Osborne
“Arachne” retold by Olivia
E. Coolidge
“The Chenoo” retold by
Joseph and James
Bruchac
-Vocabulary chosen from
the stories
From Solutions:
- Countable and
Uncountable Nouns
- How Much/How
Many/Some/Any
- Should/Shouldn’t
- Asking for information,
when a public space is
open, how much it costs,
etc.
-Writing full sentence
answers to questions
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Biography and
Autobiography

Connections

Context

Identities and
Relationships

Each person’s
life is a story;
making
connections
between
someone
else’s life
story and ours
brings context
and meaning
to our own life,
identity, and
relationships.

A (i. ii. iii.)

Social, SelfManagement,
Thinking

From Literature:
“Matthew Henson: At the
Top of the World” by Jim
Haskins
“The Story of My Life” by
Helen Keller
“Spellbinder: The Life of
Harry Houdini” by Tom
Lalicki
-Selected vocabulary from
the readings
From Solutions:
- Comparative adjectives
- Outdoor activities
vocabulary
- Superlative adjectives
- Functions: Negotiating
-Writing full sentence
answers to questions.
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Information,
Argument, and
Persuasion

Communication

Audience
Purpose

Personal and
Cultural
Expression

Living in the
“information
age”, we
always want to
know facts. If
we want to
effectively
persuade,
argue, and
inform, we
must use facts
to support our
ideas.

C (i. ii. iii. iv.)
+ D (i. ii. iii.)

SelfManagement,
Research, and
Thinking

Various news/magazine
articles, current events
From Literature:
“Digging Up the Past:
Discovery and Excavation
of Shi Huangdi’s Tomb” by
Helen Wieman Bledsoe
“What Video Games Can
Teach Us” by Emily Sohn
-Selected vocabulary from
the readings
From Solutions:
- Transport nouns and
adjectives
-Present Perfect:
Affirmative, Negative,
Interrogative
-“Just” for recent events
-Time expressions
-Making and receiving
phone calls

